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Simulation Run 1:  
initial TTT (10), initial POT (90), initial PCE (90) 
Simulation Run 2:  
initial TTT (10), initial POT (90), initial PCE (10) 
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Simulation Run 3:  
initial TTT (10), initial POT (40), initial PCE (90) 
Simulation Run 4:  
initial TTT (10), initial POT (40), initial PCE (10) 
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Simulation Run 5:  
initial TTT (50), initial POT (90), initial PCE (90) 
Simulation Run 6:  
initial TTT (50), initial POT (90), initial PCE (10) 
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Simulation Run 7:  
initial TTT (50), initial POT (40), initial PCE (90) 
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- Search of information
- Political protest









Rate of Behavior 
Change
- Personal and societal protective principles (e.g., privacy,
  fairness, individual autonomy, social capacity, freedom of
  choice)
- Principles served by technological benefits (e.g., gains in




- Previous hazard experiences
- Social communication
- Risk cues
  (e.g., general diffusion of 
   ubiquitous ICT, 
   data transmission)
Perceived Coping 
Efficacy
- Previous IT experience
- Failed coping experiences of
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